The objective of multiple description coding (MDC) is to encode a source into two (or more) bitstreams supporting two quality levels of decoding. A high-quality reconstruction should be decodable from the two bitstreams together, while lower, but still acceptable, quality reconstructions should be decodable from either of the two individual bitstreams. This paper describes techniques for meeting MDC objectives in the framework of standard transform-based image coding through the design of pairwise transforms.
Introduction
Diversity is commonly used to enhance the reliability of communication systems. By sending information over multiple channels with independent probabilities of failure, the probability of receiving some information from at least one of the channels is greatly increased. Multiple description coding (MDC) addresses the problem of coding a source for transmission over a communication system with diversity. This paper focuses on the special case of MDC for a Gaussian source to be transmitted over a system with two-channel diversity. In such a system, the MDC objective is to encode the source into two bitstreams such that, if both channels are received, a high-quality reconstruction can be decoded while, if either channel is lost, a lower-quality, but acceptable, reconstruction can be decoded from the remaining channel. It is assumed that the decoder knows when a channel is lost, thus allowing it to use di erent algorithms for computing the two types of reconstruction.
Consider a standard, single description coder (SDC) that has been designed to minimize distortion for a given rate R , producing distortion D = D(R ), where D(R) is the operational distortion-rate characteristic of the coder. One approach to multiple description coding would be to partition the SDC's output bitstream into two equal-sized bitstreams for transmission on each of the two channels. When both channels are received, a high-quality reconstruction is decoded with distortion, D 0 = D achieved at a total rate of R . However, if only one channel is received, even the best partitioning of bits generally results in a single-channel reconstruction with distortion, D 1 , that is unacceptably high. Theoretical work in the early 1980's developed rate-distortion bounds governing the tradeo between two-channel (D 0 ) and single-channel (D 1 ) distortions for various sources 1, 2, 3] . For the Gaussian source 2], the lower bound establishes that any partitioning of the SDC bitstream forces D 1 to be very high. To reduce D 1 below this bound, the total bitrate over both channels must exceed R . The extra bitrate (beyond R ) does not e ect D 0 = D , but allows dependencies to be incorporated into the two transmitted bitstreams, so that a better reconstruction can be formed from either single channel. We call this extra bitrate the redundancy, denoted by , and a natural performance measure of an MDC system is the amount by which D 1 is reduced for a xed investment of redundancy rate .
In Section 2, we introduce the redundancy rate-distortion (RRD) curve to formalize the relationship between and D 1 . The RRD curve quanti es the e ectiveness of the redundancy of a representation in reducing single-channel distortion, and provides a useful tool for measuring and optimizing the e ciency of MDC coders.
Transform-based source coding algorithms have been widely applied for compressing many types of sources (e.g. audio, image and video sources), and it is reasonable to expect that a transform-based approach to MDC coding would have advantages coding such sources, particularly at low redundancy rates, where the MDC coding objective approaches that of the SDC. This paper proposes a transform-based approach to MDC that uses linear transforms to provide a smooth tradeo between source coding e ciency and single channel distortion. We analyze the MDC performance of these transforms for Gaussian test sources.
Previous research in the area have considered the design of MDC coders patterned after other source coding approaches. For example, 4] proposes a method for structuring the index information of a standard vector quantizer for meeting MDC objectives. In another example, the approach in 6] modi es standard DPCM coding to meet MDC objectives. Whereas the optimal DPCM coder should select a prediction lter that whitens the prediction error, the prediction lter in 6] is designed to provide a tradeo between independent prediction errors and interchannel dependency. In 7] , standard trellis-coded quantization is adapted to ful ll MDC objectives. The MDC coders in each of these three cases is built upon a speci c form of source coding, and thus each is best applied to sources that are most naturally coded with the corresponding single-description coder.
Standard transform coding methods use a linear transform to decorrelate coe cients to be coded and transmitted. This coding method is known to be optimal in the R-D sense for Gaussian sources. It is natural to consider how to adapt these transforms to force controlled correlation among the coe cients, rather than to decorrelate them completely. In particular, we generate two sets of coe cients that are correlated between the sets but are such that the coe cients within each set are uncorrelated with each other. We consider a typical block coding framework in which a source is partitioned into N-sample blocks, or vectors, of random variables. A linear transform is applied to each vector, and the coe cients of the transformed vector are quantized and entropy coded independently with scalar quantizers and entropy coders matched to the statistics of each coe cient. Section 3 describes this system in more detail, and presents our strategy to simplify its design by using pairwise transforms. We also discuss implementation details, including the quantization process.
Given our strategy of using pairwise transforms, there are two essential design problems. The rst, how to optimize the MDC performance of an MDC transform operating on a pair, is considered in Section 4. There, we analyze the RRD performance of an arbitrary 2 2 transform and derive the unique optimal transform for achieving a given redundancy. The second design problem, how to incorporate pairwise transforms in a system based on N samples, is considered in Section 5. For the optimal transform derived in Section 4, we consider how to optimally allocate redundancy among a prescribed set of pairs, and also address the question of nding the pairing strategy that achieves the best RRD performance.
Finally, in Section 6 we present an approach for applying the proposed transform-based MDC system to image coding. Our image coder is a modi ed version of the JPEG coder and the pairwise correlating transform is applied to the DCT coe cients. The redundancy is de ned as the additional bitrate compared to that of the JPEG coder.
Redundancy Rate-Distortion
All approaches to MDC involve creating redundancy in the bitstreams transmitted over di erent channels. However, redundancy can take on many forms and may be di cult to quantify and compare. For example, the simple replication of bits on two channels and the creation of obscure relationships between the bits on two channels each create redundancy between the bitstreams. In the rst case, it is easy to count the number of replicated bits, while in the second case, it may be unclear how to quantify redundancy. This section formalizes a framework for quantifying arbitrary forms of redundancy, and proposes the redundancy rate-distortion function as a measure of the e ciency of an MDC coder.
Given the average channel rate across both channels, R, an MDC coder attempts to jointly minimize two distortion measures: D 0 (R): average distortion of the two-channel reconstruction; and D 1 (R): average distortion of the one-channel reconstruction given equi-probable loss of either channel. The coder minimizing only D 0 for a given rate R is the standard source coder, which we will call single description coding (SDC). The performance of a SDC coder is characterized by its operational rate-distortion (RD) function for a given source. Intuitively, redundancy is the bitrate sacri ced compared to the SDC coder for the purpose of lowering D 1 . More precisely, the redundancy 1 in coding a source at an average two-channel distortion D 0 , is the di erence, = R?R , between the per-variable transmitted bitrate R and R = R(D 0 ), the source rate-distortion function evaluated at D 0 . Note that R is the lowest rate needed by any coder, within some class of coders, to achieve the same two-channel distortion. The purpose for introducing redundancy in a representation is to lower the average one-channel distortion D 1 , and we use the function (D 1 ; D 0 ) to denote the relationship between redundancy and D 1 . This function, the redundancy rate-distortion function, describes how many bits of redundancy per variable are required by a coder to achieve a desired D 1 at a given average two-channel distortion D 0 . Likewise, the redundancy distortion-rate function D 1 ( ; D 0 ) describes the achievable average one-channel distortion D 1 for a given redundancy and average two-channel distortion D 0 : For the coders analyzed in this paper, these functions 1 Here, redundancy is half the \excess rate sum" in 18] .
are approximately independent of D 0 , and for these we write (D 1 ) or D 1 ( ), suppressing the dependency on D 0 . For any xed D 0 , redundancy can range from 0 (SDC) to R(D 0 ) (replicating the SDC bitstream on both channels). The corresponding single channel distortion varies from ( 2 + D 0 )=2 to D 0 , where 2 represents the variance of the source variable.
In addition to providing a framework to visualize the e ect of adding redundancy on decreasing the single-channel distortion, the RRD also provides a useful framework for understanding how to allocate available redundancy to di erent methods of adding redundancy. To allocate redundancy 
Therefore, similar to the case of optimal bitrate allocation, where each encoder operates at the same slope on its RD curve, for optimal redundancy allocation, each multiple description coder should operate at the same slope on its RRD curve. We use these results in section 5 to allocate redundancy across multiple pairs of coe cients. Finally, like other uses of RD curves, we can consider either ideal RRD curves characterizing fundamental properties of processes, or operational redundancy RRD curves characterizing the performance of speci c classes of coders on a particular process. This paper is primarily concerned with characterizing operational RRD curves of transform-based coders for stationary Gaussian processes.
3 Multiple Description Transform Coding (MDTC) 3.1 The basic framework As described in the introduction, we propose to use the standard transform coding framework to realize the objective of MDC. In conventional transform coding, the transform is used to decorrelate the input variables. Here, we use a transform to introduce a controlled amount of correlation among the transformed coe cients. We limit our discussion to non-overlapping linear transforms, mapping N input variables to N coe cients. For the two description case, the transform coe cients are partitioned into two groups, each consisting of N=2 coe cients, which are coded and transmitted through two separate channels. The transform is designed to introduce controlled correlation so that one group, if lost during transmission, can be estimated from the other group. To minimize the bit-rate, the coe cients in the same group should be independent, so that they can be coded as e ciently as possible. In general, though the N input variables are themselves correlated with an arbitrary correlation matrix, the design of the transform can be simpli ed considerably by rst decorrelating the input variables using a Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform, as shown in Figure 1 .
To further reduce the complexity of designing the transform, we use the system illustrated in Figure 2 . Here, the KL coe cients are grouped into pairs, a 2 2 transform is applied to each pair, and one coe cient from each output pair is assigned to each channel. This structure maintains decorrelation within each channel (by virtue of the independence among pairs), while providing a means to continuously control the correlation between the two descriptions. The coder design thus involves two issues: i) how to optimize the MDC performance of a transform operating on a pair, and ii) how to incorporate pairwise transforms in a system based on N samples. We consider the rst in section 4 and the second in section 5.
Pairwise correlating transform and its implementation
Conceptually, our pairwise MDC transform T takes two independent input variables A and B, and outputs two transformed variables C and D:
The transform T controls the correlation between C and D, which in turn controls the redundancy of the MDC coder.
However, if the transform T is non-orthogonal, directly quantizing the transform coe cients leads to non-cubic quantizer cells in the signal space, causing the mean-squared error for a given rate to be larger than need be. To circumvent this problem, we rst apply a scalar quantizer to the two input variables A and B to yield integer indices A and B, and then apply a discrete version of the transform to A and B to yield integer indices in the transform domain C and D. The discretized transform should be designed to allow reversible integer-to-integer mapping. It can be thought of as renaming boxes (quantization cells) in the A-B domain using coordinates in the C-D domain in a way that guarantees one-to-one correspondence. The lifting scheme 9] has been proposed for implementing such lossless discrete transforms by expressing the original transform as a sequence of predictors through an LU decomposition. Recently published work 13] has studied how to minimize quantization noise in lossless discrete transforms, and has proposed an algorithm with lower quantization error than the lifting scheme. In applying the method of 13] in this research, we also nd that it creates more balanced quantization errors between C and D. Therefore, in the MDC system with two input variables, shown in Figure 2 If only one channel is working, say, the channel carrying C, we consider C as the index of C quantized by a step-size Q and obtainC = CQ. It is possible either to estimate A and B directly fromC, or to estimate D fromC rst and then apply the inverse transform. Assuming a linear estimator, both methods are equivalent. In the latter method, D is estimated fromC usinĝ D(C) = DCC ; (3) andÂ andB are obtained from the inverse transfrom
Similarly, when only D is available, we setD = DQ, estimateĈ and pre-multiply by the inverse transform to getÂ andB. If both channels are lost, then the best estimates for A and B are their respective mean values. This implementation of the MDC pairwise transform minimizes the contribution of quantization error into the distortion of the single-channel reconstruction. In particular, assuming the rounding error at di erent steps in the forward transform are independent and each has a variance of 1=12, 2 Before applying this algorithm to a given transform, a remapping to minimize the quantization error may rst be necessary 13] so that the basis vectors of the mapped matrix correspond to the Voronoi region of the lattice generated by the original transform. qab . Note also that these errors are generally smaller than those obtained when using a lifting implementation of the transform, which also produces unequal quantization errors.
While in general, 2 qc > 2 qd , we have found in our numerical simulations that, for most transform parameters and quantization stepsizes of interest, they are nearly equal. Throughout the following analysis, we assume 2 qc = 2 qd which we denote 2 qcd .
Redundancy Rate Distortion Analysis for Pairwise Transform
In this section, we analyze the redundancy and distortion associated with a single pair using a 2 2 transform. We will assume the input variables, A and B, are two independent Gaussian random variables, with zero mean and variances 2 A and 2 B , respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume A B , and de ne their ratio to be r = A B 1: We rst derive the RRD function for an arbitrary transform. We then determine the optimal transform which achieves the minimal D 1 for a given : Finally, we consider the RRD performance of the orthogonal transform family, and compare it to the optimal transform. For each case, we present the one-channel distortion as a function of the redundancy, and then examine the allowable range of redundancies for the given transform. Throughout, we verify the equations with numerical simulation results.
The General Case: An Arbitrary Transform
In this section, we derive the redundancy rate distortion (RRD) function for an arbitrary 2 2 linear transform T. For 
To derive the RRD function, we rst analyze the redundancy introduced by a given a transform, giving a expression for the transform parameters needed to obtain a given redundancy. Finally, we determine the one-channel distortion as a function of these transform parameters. 
Because C and D are correlated, more bits are required to send them than to send A and B. The redundancy, de ned as this excess bit-rate per variable 3 , can be determined from the ratedistortion functions for Gaussian variables. Allocating bitrate optimally within each pair, the rates required for coding the pairs (C; D) and (A; B) are (in bits per variable):
for some constant K. Thus, using (8) and (9), the redundancy per variable is
To express (and hence the redundancy) explicitly in terms of the transform parameters and 2 A and 2 B , we substitute (7) into (8) ; with x = r 2 cos 2 1 + sin 2 1 ; (11) describing the angle that provides a given redundancy (equivalently ), for a xed 1 :
We now evaluate the one-channel distortion as a function of the correlation angle . When onlỹ C is received, we linearly estimate D as in (3) 
is the estimation error in the absence of quantization error, and
is the contribution from the quantization error. Equation (15) (14) , and (15) describe the RRD function in terms of the correlation angle and the variances of C and D.
To express the RRD function explicitly in terms of the transform parameters and 2 A and 2 B , we rst substitute (6), (7) , and (8) into (14) and (15) 
Though this form of D 1;0 is useful for deriving the optimal transform, x and still hide dependencies on 1 and through (11) . To give an explicit characterization of the relationship between D 1 and , we use (11) : (18) Equation (18) describes the RRD function for any choice of r 1 and 1 , which are the free parameters in the transform. The other two parameters, r 2 and 2 (or ), are constrained by Eqs. (6) and (11) . Notice that the length parameter r 1 does not a ect D 1;0 and only a ects the quantization error, D 1;q ; in (17) .
Because equation (18) 
The maximum D 1 occurs at zero redundancy, which is achieved when = =2 and C and D are uncorrelated. Thus from (11), for a given 1 , must satisfy cot min = (r 2 ? 1) sin 2 1 2x ;
to yield the associated zero-redundancy estimation error D 1;0;max = ( 2 A + 2 B )=4: This error is equivalent to the average single-channel distortion if we had sent A and B individually on the two channels. Figure 5 illustrates the RRD function in (18) as is varied for 3 di erent values of 1 . A = 1, B = 0:4, and the quantization step-size is Q = 0:02. The simulations implement the process in section 3.2. We generate pairs of independent Gaussian random variables A and B with the speci ed variance ratio, uniformly quantize A and B with step-size Q to yield A and B, and then apply the appropriate transform using the method described above to yield C and D. The bit-rates R and R are the entropies estimated from the histograms of A and B, and of C and D, respectively. Using statistics generated from the resulting C and D, we also nd the optimal estimators according to (4.1), from which we reconstructÂ andB to estimate the average single-channel distortion. The simulation results (stars) obtained using 8100 samples match the theoretical results (lines) well for this ne quantizer.
Optimal Transform and Its Redundancy Rate-Distortion Function
The RRD relation derived in the previous section is for arbitrary values of r 1 and 1 . This section derives conditions on the transform parameters to minimize D 1 for a given . First, a class of transforms is identi ed that minimizes D 1;0 in (16), all yielding the same RRD curve when quantization error is ignored. Then, a unique optimum transform is derived by considering quantization error and minimizing D 1;q in (17) .
The parenthetical terms in (16) and (17) (33) Figure 6 illustrates the basis vectors for the optimal transform. The optimal transform is formed by two equal length basis vectors that are rotated away from the original basis by the same angle in opposite directions. The transform parameters r 1 and r 2 control the quantization density along the direction of the two new basis vectors. The equal length condition r 1 = r 2 essentially minimizes the impact of quantization error by equalizing the contribution from quantization errors on C and D. A second consequence of the equal length condition is that the transmitted pair C and D have equal energy: 2 C = 2 D . Thus, aside from quantization considerations, the optimal transform forms two \balanced" descriptions, meaning that the two variables use the same rate, and generate the same estimation error independent of which channel is lost. Goyal and Kovacevic 12] independently established the optimality of the same transform without considering quantization error by explicitly constraining the transform to generate two balanced descriptions. (NOTE: in practice, for large quantization stepsizes, the descriptions are decidedly unbalanced, and more so for the lifting implementation than the quantization scheme used here.) Figure 7 shows the theoretical and simulated RRD curves for A = 1; B = 0:4; and Q = 0:02, corresponding to the low quantization error case. The theoretical curve marked \optimal" shows the RRD performance for the set of transforms satisfying (24), while the simulation results labeled \optimal" are for the optimal transform in (33). Curves labeled \orthogonal" correspond to the transform discussed later in section 4.3. The theoretical curves t the simulation results well.
As shown in Figure 7 , D 1;opt is largest for zero redundancy and decays rapidly for small redundancies, but decreases much more slowly for higher redundancies. At zero redundancy, we have tan 1;max;opt = r from (25), 2 C = 2 D = A B , and the associated zero-redundancy estimation error D 1;0;max;opt = ( 2 A + 2 B )=4: It is interesting to note that the optimal RRD function decays faster than exponentially at small values of redundancy. Equation (26) Figure 8 examines the impact of the requirement that the basis vectors of the optimal transform be equal. In particular, it compares via simulation the performance of the optimal transform (equation (33)) and the transform in 10], which was motivated by the lifting transform and satis es the constraint in (24) but has r 1 = 1 2 sin 1 . Both transforms have identical theoretical RRD curves in the absence of quantization errors, and the di erence between them is only apparent when the ratio between the variances of the two variables is large and when the quantization step-size is large compared to the variance of the smallest variable. In particular, the factor q;lift due to quantization is q;lift ( ) = q;opt ( ) 2 2r tan( =2) + 1 2r tan( =2) q;opt ( ): In Figure 8 
Orthogonal Transform
The optimal transform derived in the previous section is in general non-orthogonal. In this section, we present the RRD performance obtainable by orthogonal transforms and compare it to the optimal transform. If T is an orthogonal transform, quantization can be performed in the C-D domain instead of the A-B domain, thus reducing the quantization error. In addition, standard transform coders use orthogonal transforms, so it is natural to consider using one for a multiple description transform coder as well. 
The rotation angle controls the redundancy. From (11), we obtain cot = r 2 ? 1 2r sin 2 :
The RRD curve for the orthogonal case can be found by substituting this into (18) and ( If one directly quantizes the C and D variables, the quantization error 2 qcd = 2 qab , which is smaller than if one quantizes A and B as described in Section 3.2.
Unlike the optimal transform which can achieve redundancies in the range (0; 1 2 log 2 r), the orthogonal transform has a smaller range of redundancies, (0; max;orth ). The maximum redundancy can be found by setting = =4 which leads to the minimum correlation angle achievable by the orthogonal transform, min;orth = arctan(2r=(r 2 ? 1)): Thus, the maximum redundancy is max;orth = ? 1 2 log 2 sin min;orth = 1 2 log 2 r 2 + 1 2r ; 2 : Note that the maximum redundancy is larger for larger r.
As can be seen in Figure 7 , which compares the RRD curves of the orthogonal and optimal transforms, the optimal transform outperforms the orthogonal transform everywhere except at two points: when = 0 and when = max;orth . At these two points, the two transforms are identical. As we noted earlier, in this region the RRD of the optimal transform has super-exponential decay, since it ampli es the contribution of 2 B to D 1 in order to achieve a very large reduction in the contribution of 2 A . On the contrary, the orthogonal transform has an RRD function (37) that decays exponentially, with multiplicative constant equal to the average of the variances of the two variables. Thus, redundancy is used in a balanced, but suboptimal, way to reduce the contributions of both 2 A and 2 B in D 1 .
Redundancy Allocation and Optimal Pairing Scheme
Given the desired redundancy to add when coding N (N even) KL coe cients, two design issues remain. The rst is the choice of which of the Q M m=1 (2m ? 1) possible pairing combinations should be used (where M = N=2 is the number of pairs), and the second is how much redundancy should be added to each pair. In this section, we consider how to optimize the redundancy rate-distortion performance with respect to these two issues for the optimal pairwise transform of section 4.2. We begin by examining these issues without considering the e ect of quantization. For a given targeted redundancy per variable, , we nd the optimal redundancy allocation among pairs, for a xed pairing. For large redundancies, we derive the optimal pairing strategy. We also demonstrate numerically that this pairing strategy is optimal for all redundancies.
Next, we consider the impact of quantization. Speci cally, we consider how the pairing strategy is a ected when the quantizer becomes coarse with respect to the smaller variables. 
Optimal redundancy allocation
As discussed in section 2, optimal redundancy allocation is achieved when we operate at the same slope on all RRD curves. Using (1) 
Since it is generally di cult to nd a closed-form solution of (42) for a given , we solve it numerically to nd , and then nd the individual redundancies allocated to each pair using (41), which can be rewritten as Therefore, this is the optimal pairing scheme for large : Although we have derived the optimal pairing scheme above only for the case of high redundancy, we have also numerically solved the redundancy allocation problem for both high and low redundancies, for the cases of two, three and four pairs. Even for very small redundancies, the above pairing strategy is still optimal. Figure 9 shows theoretical and simulated RRD for the case of six variables using the optimal transform family. The variances of the variables are 2 i = 0:4 i , and the step-size is = 0:02. Of the possible 15 ways to pair 6 variables, we show performance for three possible pairings: pairing neighbors (1,2), (3, 4) , (5,6)], the pairing (1,4), (2, 3) , (5,6)], and the pairing that pairs the biggest variable with the smallest (1,6), (2, 5) , (3, 4) ]. Simulation results are also shown, with the three pairings indicated by stars, plusses and crosses, respectively.
Pairing strategies considering quantization
The above analysis suggests that it is optimal to pair all variables, with the k-th largest paired with the (N ? k)-th largest. However, when the smaller variable in a pair is too small relative to the quantization error, it is no longer meaningful to pair this variable. In this case, the two transform coe cients no longer contain information with the expected correlation: either both coe cients are essentially identical, or one is essentially zero and the other is essentially A m . In addition, the actual redundancy is larger than predicted by theory, particularly for very low redundancies.
Therefore, for a given redundancy, the pairing should be applied only to variables having a large enough variance. Given N variables, only the L variables with largest variances should be paired.
The remaining N ? L small variables can be simply split among the two descriptions. In the event that they are lost due to channel failure, they can be simply estimated by their mean values. The estimation errors for these small variables are on the same order as the quantization error, or D 0 :
To understand how to choose the number of variables, L, to pair for a given redundancy, we rst examine the impact of coarse quantization on the RRD function. For a given pair, the quantization increases the single-channel distortion as described before in (31). However, the actual redundancy is also a ected by the quantization. For a given stepsize Q the redundancy is These e ects of coarse quantization are illustrated in Figure 10 , where 2 A = 1; 2 B = :1, and Q = :3. Thus, we can draw two observations as to whether to apply MDTC to a given pair or not. First, it is clear that any time D 1 > ( 2 A + 2 B )=4, it will be more e cient not to apply MDTC to the variables A and B. Second, when the desired is less than coarse , it is also clearly more e cient to send A and B rather than C and D.
In general, however, it is di cult to determine an optimal algorithm for when to omit a given variable from the pairings. In the next section, we use the following simple algorithm. We choose a multiplier , and pair all variables whose variance 2 i > Q 2 12 . For very small redundancies, = 24 works well, while for larger redundancies, = 4 is better.
Image Coding Using MDTC
In this section, we examine the integration of our multiple description transform coding algorithm with a typical image coder. We begin by describing our image codec, then present simulation results applied to two typical images.
Image codec with MDTC
The coder is based on a modi cation of a standard JPEG coder 16]. In our baseline encoder, each block of 8 8 samples are transformed using a 8 8-pt Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). These coe cients are ordered to have decreasing variance. Then for a preset value of maximum estimation error T D 1 , we nd the rst L coe cients with 2 n > T D 1 . The threshold is set proportional to the quantization error corresponding to the chosen step-size, Q, T D 1 = t D 1 Q 2 =12. Then using a pairing algorithm, these L coe cients are split into L=2 pairs, A m ; B m ; m = 1; 2; : : : ; L=2. Each pair of coe cients are quantized using the given step-size to yield A m ; B m . They are then transformed using the integer implementation of Section 3.2, to yield C m ; D m . All the C m are then put sequentially into stream one, while all the D m are put into stream two. For the remaining N ? L coe cients, after quantization, we append even indexed coe cients to stream one and append odd indexed coe cients to stream two. Each stream is then coded independently and transmitted through separate channels. We apply the run-length plus Hu man coding method of the JPEG coder to each stream. The rst coe cient in each stream is treated as the DC component. We don't use DC-prediction, which facilitates error concealment.
If both streams are received, then the decoder performs the inverse transform using integer implementation on each pair of received samples, C m ; D m to recover the quantized indices A m ; B m . An inverse quantizer is then used to recover the quantized valuesÃ m ;B m . If only one stream is received, say, the one containing C m , then inverse quantization is applied to yieldC m , and then D m is estimated fromC m . Finally a direct inverse transform is appliedC m ;D m to recoverÃ m and B m . For the remaining coe cients which are split by the even-odd rule, the missing coe cients are simply replaced with their means, which are assumed to be zero. Finally, all the recovered DCT coe cients are inverse-transformed to produce the samples in the image domain.
For a given set of L coe cients, we always pair the k-th largest coe cient with the (L ? k)-th largest one, as suggested by the theoretical analysis and numerical results presented in section 5.2. To determine the transform parameter for each pair, we perform optimal redundancy allocation according to section 5. In our implementation, we specify a slope parameter, , and determine the redundancy for each pair m by requiring the slope of the RRD function associated with that pair to be equal to : Ideally, we should nd the operational RRD functions for coding DCT coe cient pairs. In our implementation, we assume these coe cients follow the Gaussian distribution, and use the strategy in section 5 for deriving m : With these m , we can then determine the transform parameter 1;m using (25). By varying ; we achieve di erent redundancies.
A di culty in applying the above coder to real images is that images are not statistically stationary. Statistical properties vary signi cantly among di erent images, and among di erent blocks of the same image. Because the linear estimation coe cients are determined based on coe cient variances, a mismatch between the actual variances and the assumed ones could lead to a large estimation error. To overcome this problem, prior to encoding an image we classify its blocks into di erent classes such that the transform coe cients of blocks in the same class have similar statistical properties. Within each class, the coe cient variances are calculated, ordered, and used as the basis for optimal redundancy allocation. Finally, the transform and estimation parameters are determined for di erent pairs.
In our present simulation, we consider four classes which essentially correspond to blocks that are smooth, with horizontal edges, with vertical edges, and the rest. The classi cation is accomplished by examining the coe cient concentration pattern. If the energy of the DC coe cient exceeds a certain percentage (speci ed as a threshold, T c ) of the total coe cient energy, then the block is classi ed as smooth. Otherwise, if the energy along the rst column (or row) of the DCT block exceeds the preset threshold, the block is classi ed as with horizontal (or vertical) edges. A threshold of 95% has yielded quite good classi cation results for several test images.
The DCT coe cients are rst scaled by a visual based normalization matrix. (We used the one recommended in the JPEG standard 16]). These scaled coe cients are then quantized using a xed quantization interval. The Hu man tables required in the coder are designed based on the statistics collected for the image being coded. For MDTC, eight sets of coe cient tables are designed, two for each of the four classes. Because these tables are image dependent, they need to be coded as side information. In addition, four sets of the coe cient ordering vector and the transform and estimation parameters also need to be speci ed, one for each class. However, in the bit rates quoted below, we ignore the contribution of the side information. This is reasonable for the present study, which is aimed at comparing the relative performance of our coder to similar coders, rather than inferring the absolute bit rates required by each coder. In practice, one should be able to pre-design necessary Hu man tables as well as the coe cient ordering table and transform and estimation coe cients based on a good collection of training images. For MDTC, we do add the 2 bits per block which are required for specifying the class index of the block. The bit rate increase produced by using image-dependent tables should not be signi cant, and should be similar for all the coders.
Comparison coders
We use two di erent base-lines to evaluate the tradeo between coding e ciency and single-channel reconstruction obtained by the proposed multiple description transform coders (MDTC). The rst is a single-description transform coder (SDTC) based on JPEG, in which all the DCT coe cients in a block are coded together using the run-length plus Hu man coding method. In order to split the resulting bit stream into two symmetric descriptions, we put the bits from even indexed blocks into stream one and those from odd indexed blocks into stream two. In the decoder, if only one stream (e.g. the stream containing even blocks) is received, the blocks in the missing stream (e.g. the odd blocks) are simply reconstructed by assigning each pixel the mean image value. Obviously, the reconstructed image in the presence of only one stream is very poor, with a severe checker-board artifact. Clearly, error concealment techniques can be applied to improve the reconstruction quality, by essentially interpolating the missing blocks from surrounding received blocks 17]. However, none of our decoders use error concealment, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
To obtain a better visual reconstruction, we also consider the coder in which the DC coe cients are duplicated and sent on both channels. The remaining coe cients are alternated as above for the JPEG coder.
We also implemented the MDSQ method proposed by Vaishampayan 4] . With this method, each quantized coe cient is represented by two indices, and each set of indices is coded using the run-length and Hu man coding method, yielding one of the two coded descriptions. Only the most redundant version of MDSQ is simulated, using the A1 mapping. The two indices are equivalent to those generated by two quantizers, with interleaved decision regions.
For these three coders, the STDC with and without DC duplication and MDSQ, two sets of Hu man tables are designed, one for the scaled and quantized coe cients of each description. Again, the bit rate required to send these tables are ignored because we are interested in relative coder performance, not absolute bit count.
Finally, to show the distinctive nature of the super-exponential improvement shown by our MDTC, we develop a synthetic model for comparison. This allows us to examine the question of how much improvement can be achieved with just a little redundancy, in a system designed initially without considering the MDC objectives. Our synthetic model is as follows. We determine the rate R SDC at which the SDTC coder must operate to give image quality D 0 which is equal to the D 1 of our coder operating with zero redundancy. Then, we increase the bit rate of both our MDTC coder and the SDTC coder, and measure the reduction in distortion. As we will show, these results indicate that adding a small amount of extra rate improves the quality of our MDTC coder more than would be expected from a typical coder that is governed by exponential behavior. MIKE: We/you need to add some better description of why this might be a useful comparison.
Our nal comparison is intended to highlight the practical signi cance of the super-exponential decrease in D 1 achieved by MDTC at low redundancy rates. In virtually all other coding problems (e.g. the standard single description coding of Gaussian sources), optimal coders achieve exponential decay in distortion for bitrate invested. The asymptotically large negative slope of equation (27) at low redundancy indicates that small investments of bitrate in this regime achieve large distortion reductions atypical in source coding. To underscore this fact, we o er a simulated comparison of coders that contrasts the unusually large gains that can be expected from small redundancy investments with typical gains achieved by the same bitrate investment in a single description coder.
Consider MDTC operating with zero-redundancy, one-channel lost, and achieving D 1 on a given test image. We compare the one-channel reconstruction to an image decoded by a singledescription coder (JPEG) operating at a low bitrate set to match distortions: D 0 = D 1 . Though we expect the distortions in the two reconstructions to look di erent, the overall quality of the two images should roughly match. We then add a small, xed bitrate both to the JPEG coder (in bitrate), and the MDTC coder (in redundancy), and compare the JPEG reconstruction with the MDTC one-channel reconstruction. Though this simulation is in some sense comparing \apples" and \oranges", it e ectively veri es the visual signi cance of the RRD curve's rapid decay at small redundancies.
Simulation results
We have applied the above coders to the common test image Lena, with size 512 512. We x the quantization step-size at Q = 1; which yields a two-channel distortion of D 0 = 35:78 dB for all coders. The bit rate of STDC is R = 0:630 bits/pel (bpp): The redundancy is de ned as the additional bits (in bpp) required by the other coders. The RRD curve obtained by varying in the MDTC coder is shown in Figure 11 . On the same gure, we also give the point corresponding to the SDTC coder (zero redundancy point), the MDSQ coder, and a SDTC that uses redundancy to duplicate the DC component on each channel. As can be seen, our coder outperforms the SDTC that uses redundancy to duplicate the DC component. It also achieves good quality reconstructions for much lower redundancies than the MDSQ coder. Figure 12 show the reconstructed images from a single description by the MTDC coder at three di erent redundancy values, together with the reconstructed image by the MDSQ method, which has a much larger redundancy. For comparison purpose, the image reconstructed from both descriptions are also presented. Our MDTC coder produces good quality single-channel images at redundancies as low as 5%. In addition, we obtain very good quality single-channel images for higher redundancies. MDSQ has somewhat sharper single-channel images, but for three times the redundancy.
Finally, Figure 13 compares the rapid distortion decay of MDTC at low redundancies with the distortion reduction of a standard JPEG coder. Figure 13 We also applied the coders to the image Horse. Using a quantization step-size of Q = 1; the two-channel distortion is D 0 = 33:81 dB for all coders. The bit rate of STDC is R = 0:75 bits/pel (bpp): The RRD curve obtained by varying in the MDTC coder is shown in Figure 14 , along with the point corresponding to the SDTC coder (with zero redundancy), the MDSQ coder, and a SDTC that uses redundancy to duplicate the DC component on each channel. Again, our coder performs well in comparison.
Single channel reconstructions using our coder on the Horse image are not shown due to lack of space. The quality with 6% redundancy is somewhat worse than for Lena, but reasonable singlechannel reconstructions are obtained for somewhat higher redundancy values. 
